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AFCC Conferences
Thank you to our Diamond
and Platinum Sponsors.
To see a complete list of
sponsors, click here.

AFCC 56th Annual Conference
The Future of Family Justice: International Innovations

Justic e Emile Kruzic k interviews Justic e Claire L'Heureux-Dubé

The AFCC 56th Annual Conference, The Future of
Family Justice: International Innovations, was a great
success, with nearly 1000 attendees from more than 25
countries convening in Toronto. Hon. Claire L’HeureuxDubé, Supreme Court of Canada (Ret.) and family law
icon, stole the show during an opening session interview
with Justice Emile Kruzick, and nearly 100 outstanding
programs followed.
T he AFCC Silent Auction raised more than $14,000 for
AFCC special projects and initiatives, and Annual
Banquet attendees danced to The British Invasion, which

Save the Date!
Fall Conference
Integrating Research into
Practice and Policy: The
Impact on Families and
Children
Oct. 31-Nov. 2, 2019
Omni William Penn Hotel

opened with a tribute outgoing AFCC President, Dianna
Gould-Saltman. Judge in the Hat was set to the music of
Al Stewart’s 1976 classic, Year of the Cat, with lyrics
written by AFCC Executive Director, Peter Salem. Click
here to see the lyrics or click here to watch it on
Facebook.
Thanks to Our Partners!
This conference would not have been possible without
the help of our extraordinary partners. Special thanks to
the AFCC Ontario Chapter; conference sponsors;
collaborating organizations; program committee;
volunteers; presenters; exhibitors; advertisers; dinearound leaders; hospitality suite hosts; auction donors,
volunteers, and bidders; and all attendees!
Evaluations
Please remember to complete your session evaluations
so that AFCC can consider the feedback to improve
future programs. If you complete the overall conference
evaluation (and include your name and email), you will
be entered into a drawing for a free registration to the
2020 AFCC Annual Conference in New Orleans. Click
here to complete your evaluations.
Mark your calendar for May 27-30, 2020 for the 57th
Annual Conference in New Orleans. Look for Call for
Proposals on the AFCC website in July.
Next Year – New Orleans!
Mark your calendar for May 27-30, 2020 for the 57th
Annual Conference in New Orleans. Look for Call for
Proposals on the AFCC website in July.
Award winners
AFCC presented its annual awards at the AFCC
56th Annual Conference in Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
The John E. VanDuzer Distinguished Service Award
was presented to Dr. Barbara Jo Fidler, Toronto, ON,
Canada.
The Stanley Cohen Distinguished Research Award
was presented to Dr. Michael Saini, Univ. of Toronto
The Irwin Cantor Innovative Program Award was
presented to Resolution Systems Institute, Chicago, IL.
The M eyer Elkin Essay Award was presented to
Professors Margaret Brinig, Univ. of Notre Dame, and
Marsha Garrison, Brooklyn Law School.
Tim Salius President’s Award was presented
to Professor Stacey E. Platt, Loyola Chicago Law School.
Dawn Holmes, AFCC Director of Operations, was
honored for her 20 years of service at AFCC.
Rebecca Stahl, Baltimore, MD, won for the best picture
wearing an AFCC hat in the “Where in the World is
AFCC?” contest. The contest begins again July 1, 2019
so take any of your AFCC hats around the world with you
and submit your pictures to afcc@afccnet.org with the
subject line AFCC hats.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

AFCC Chapter
Conferences
Australia Chapter Annual
Conference
August 15-17, 2019
International Convention
Centre ICC Sydney
Sydney, Australia
Florida Chapter Annual
Conference
September 26-27, 2019
The Florida Hotel &
Conference Center at the
Florida Mall
Orlando, Florida
Maryland Chapter Annual
Conference
September 27, 2019
Indiana Chapter Annual
Conference
October 4, 2019
Indiana War Memorial
Shoup Hall
Indianapolis, Indiana
Ontario Chapter Annual
Conference
October 17, 2019
Sheraton Hotel
Hamilton, ON Canada

AFCC Resource of the
Month
New Guidelines for Parenting
Coordination

Congratulations to all and thank you for your
contributions to AFCC and the field!

Ask the Experts
A Baker’s Dozen Tips for Parenting, Stepparenting,
and Discipline in Stepfamilies
Patricia L. Papernow, EdD
“Blending” families after divorce is a complicated process
and needs time and careful attention to maximize the
chance of success. Patricia Papernow shares four
decades of research and clinical practice in the field to
help navigate the transition.

See more AFCC resources
on the Resources page of
the AFCC website

Read More

Registration is open for the AFCC-AAML Conference
Advanced Issues in Child Custody: Evaluation, Litigation, and Settlement
September 19-21, 2019
The Westin San Diego

Join AFCC and the American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers for the fifth biennial
Conference on Advanced Issues in Child Custody: Evaluation, Litigation, Settlement. The
opening plenary session will address the pros and cons of psychological testing, and the
second day plenary will focus on the role of the mental health consultant in family law.
Peruse the program or register today at the early bird rate!
Register Now!

New Parenting Coordination Guidelines Approved
The AFCC Board of Directors approved new Guidelines for Parenting Coordination at its
meeting on May 29, 2019, in Toronto. The AFCC Task Force on Parenting Coordination
worked for two years to develop the Guidelines, meeting monthly, holding Open Forums
at AFCC conferences, and reviewing hundreds of comments in response to requests for
feedback. Look for a special issue of Family Court Review and more resources to follow
from the Task Force in 2020! Click here to read the Guidelines.

Welcome to Newly Elected AFCC Officers
AFCC welcomes new members of the Board of Directors:
Alexander D. Jones, JD, M SW, Newton, MA
Carlton D. Stansbury, JD, Milwaukee, WI
Hon. Herman Walker, Jr, Anchorage, AK
Teresa Williams, M Sc, London, UK
Congratulations to the Officers of the Board for 2019-20:
President: Matthew J. Sullivan, PhD
President Elect: Larry S. Fong, PhD
Vice President: Mindy F. Mitnick, EdM, MA
Secretary: Hon. Linda Fidnick
Treasurer: Stacy Platt, JD
Past President: Hon. Dianna Gould-Saltman
A special thank you to departing members of the Board for their many years of service;
Annette Burns, JD, Phoenix, AZ
patti cross, JD, Toronto, ON, Canada
Jacqueline C. Hagerott, JD, LLM, New Albany, OH
Robert Simon, PhD, San Diego, CA

AFCC Webinar Corner
Registration is now open for the July webinar with Milfred "Bud" Dale.

A M eta-Analysis of Child Adjustment in Different Custodial Arrangements
Milfred "Bud" Dale, PhD, JD
July 17, 2019
1:00-2:00pm Eastern Time US
Registration closes Tuesday, July 16, 2019 at 9:00am Eastern Time.
This webinar will present the results of a comprehensive meta-analysis comparing child
adjustment in different living arrangements (e.g., joint physical custody, primary physical
custody and sole physical custody). The presentation will address how a combination of
methodological problems and inaccurate report limit the kinds of conclusions that should
be drawn from the research data.
Registration
Members: $15
Non-Members: $50
Certificate of Attendance
Members: $15
Non-Members: $20

Attendees may purchase a certificate of attendance along with their registration. No
refunds or credits will be issued for webinar cancellations.
Webinars will be archived as a member benefit, for personal use only. These can be
found in the Member Center on our website. If you are not currently a member, join when
you register to get $10 off your annual membership as well as webinar registration at the
member price.
Read more about continuing education credit for lawyers, judges, social workers,
counselors, and other professionals here.
Register

Member News
M adelyn Simring M ilchman, PhD, AFCC member from New Jersey, has been named
the 2019 Outstanding Frontline Professional who demonstrates extraordinary dedication
and skill in her direct care efforts on behalf of children and families, by APSAC (American
Professional Society on the Abuse of Children).
Denise Wennogle, AFCC member from New Jersey, was awarded the 2019 New
Jersey-AFCC Phil Sobel Award for her outstanding work in the field of family law, as
treasurer of the chapter, as well as the creator of the newly revised website, and serving
as president elect.
Nicholas Bala, JD, LLM , AFCC member from Ontario, has been designated a
Lederman Distinguished University Professor by Queen’s University, joining the ranks of
a select few who have been deemed exceptional by virtue of the pre-eminence of their
contributions to research in a particular field of knowledge to the point where their
accomplishments are internationally recognized.
Rachel Catt, Esq., AFCC member from Colorado, is serving as the 2019 president of
the Colorado LGBT Bar Association.
Steven Wolhandler, JD, M A, LPC, AFCC member from Colorado, has published a new
book, Protecting Yourself from Emotional Predators: Neutralize the Users, Abusers and
Manipulators Hidden Among Us.

Chapter News
Congratulations and welcome to AFCC’s newest chapter in Utah! The coordinating
group worked hard and to become a provisional chapter in less than one year. If you are
interested in the AFCC Utah Chapter, please contact Dan Spencer,
Dan@SpencerFamilyLaw.com for more information.
The AFCC M issouri Chapter won the Chapter Challenge, and a check for $2500, for
the greatest percentage increase during the second half of the 2018-19 year. This is the
second win in a row for Missouri! Congratulations!

AFCC eNEWS
The AFCC eNEWS is the monthly e-newsletter of the Association of Family and
Conciliation Courts. The eNEWS provides up-to-date information for professionals
including practice tips, case law and research updates, international news and the latest
initiatives in family law and conflict resolution. The AFCC eNEWS is free and you do not

need to be a member of AFCC to subscribe. Subscribe here.
AFCC members are free to share eNEWS content.
EDITOR:
Leslye Hunter
ASSOCIATE EDITOR:
Patrick Sommer
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Ask the Experts
A Baker’s Dozen Tips for Parenting, Stepparenting and Discipline in Stepfamilies
Patricia L. Papernow, EdD

“Blending” families after divorce is a complicated process and needs time and careful attention to maximize
the chance of success. Patricia Papernow shares four decades of research and clinical practice in the field to
help navigate the transition.
1. For many children, becoming a stepfamily is harder, and takes more time, than adjusting
to divorce.
 Adults are often ready to move forward well before children are ready. Children may
be feeling a sense of loss (loss from the divorce, loss of intimate time with their
parent; if there’s been a move, loss of friends, school, familiar neighborhood, and
familiar surroundings). They often struggle with loyalty binds (“If I care about my
stepmom/stepdad, I feel disloyal to my mom/dad”).
 Children also struggle with the amount and pace of change in their lives. Research
tells us that as the amount of change goes up, children’s wellbeing goes down.
 Wait to introduce new loves until the relationship has weathered some ups and
downs and you know it is solid. Take new meetings a step at a time – start with low
key unpressured “meeting in the park.” Then have new person drop by for a limited
amount of time. When everyone is together, keep the focus on parent-child
relationships, not the new couple relationship. Tell children when a new love is going
to come over or spend the night. For more details about these early stages, see The
Stepfamily Handbook: From Dating, to Getting Serious, to Forming a “Blended
Family” (Bonnell & Papernow, 2013).
 Bottom line: Kids often need much more time to make new stepfamily relationships
than the adults wish they did. When in doubt, slooooww down!
2. Children need secure parent-child attachment.
 Falling in love is intoxicating to most humans. As a result, a new couple relationship
often (quite accidentally) pulls parents away from their children.
 Make sure to keep carving out regular, reliable one-to-one time for kids and their
parents, without stepparent’s present. (Not multi-tasking time! Time when the
parent can focus fully on the child.
 Young adult and adult children usually also continue to need reliable one-to-one
time with their own parent!





Dan Siegel reminds us that “helping children feel felt” is incredibly regulating for
kids. Parents can help children in this big transition by providing empathy and
compassion for what’s hard. “This new stepfamily thing is tough, huh.” “Hard to
have all these strange people around, huh.”
The dilemma is that, while kids are struggling, adults are often thrilled. Empathy
requires a stretch! And it requires parents to face squarely into their children’s pain
– not any parent’s favorite thing to do!

3. Age and gender make a difference:
 Research finds that stepfamilies are generally easier for children eight and under,
and generally easier for boys.
 If kids are very young, and their parents have managed to maintain a low conflict
divorce, stepparent-stepchild relationships are likely to be much easier.
 Adult daughters of older recoupling dads also have a hard time, especially if the daddaughter relationship was especially distant, or especially close, before and during
the divorce.
 Children who are struggling will need more time to make the adjustment. They may
also need to spend less time “being a family” and more time one-to-one with their
parent.
4. Hands down, “authoriTATIVE parenting” is best for children on every measure imaginable.
Authoritative parenting is both loving and moderately firm:
 Loving: Authoritative parents are responsive, warm, and empathic.
 Firm: AND authoritative parents calmly set moderately firm limits. They make
“developmentally appropriate demands for maturity.” They monitor their children’s
behavior and they follow through.
5. Stepfamily structure easily divides parents and stepparents.
 Stepparents everywhere seem to want more limits and boundaries with
their stepchildren.
 Parents everywhere seem to want more love and understanding for their children.
 The goal is not to feel the same way. You probably won’t. The goal is to take a
breath, slow down, and try to fully understand each other. When you don’t agree,
see number 8!
6. Parents need to retain the disciplinary role.
 Until and unless stepparents have formed a caring, trusting relationship with stepkids, parents need to remain in charge of discipline and limit-setting.
 Many (many) stepfamilies go awry here.
 Research finds that even authoritative discipline, too early, doesn’t work for
stepparent-stepchild relationships!
 Sometimes, just moving a stepparent out of a disciplinary role can substantially ease
a struggling child’s adjustment.
 Note: For stepparents, relinquishing discipline can be hard. Stepparents often feel
that parents are too permissive. Stepparents often see the need for more limits
(sometimes accurately, sometimes not, often some of each). (See number 5 above.)
 Once children feel they have a caring trusting relationship, stepparents can move
slowly into an authoritaTATIVE (loving and moderately firm) disciplinary role. This



very often takes years, not months! It is somewhat more likely with children eight
and under. It is somewhat less likely with older children.
In many healthy, thriving stepfamilies, stepparents do not have a disciplinary role.

7. AuthoriTARIAN parenting by stepparents is almost always toxic.
 Authoritarian parenting is hard and demanding without enough of the regulating
warmth and empathy that children need.
 Authoritarian parenting often uses negative labels (“You’re lazy.” “You’re a brat.”)
rather than calm requests (“Would you take out the garbage please.”)
 Unfortunately, stepparents are easily pulled into authoritarian parenting. That’s
partly because kids’ behavior is often more irritating to stepparents than it is to
parents.
 Relinquishing this style will be especially hard for stepparents who were raised with
authoritarian parenting. Authoritative (warm and firm) parenting may feel “wimpy”
or “weak” (even though its exactly what kids need).
8. Meanwhile, stepparents have input, parents have final say.
 Successful step-couples do work as a team.
 Often stepparents can help parents to firm up a bit. Parents can help stepparents
to develop more understanding and empathy for children.
 Still, until stepparents have a caring trusting relationship with their stepchildren,
stepparents have input into decisions about and limits for children. Parents have
final say with their own children. Stepparents often have lots of good ideas. But they
do not directly discipline, parents do.
9. The guideline for stepparents is “connection before correction.”
 Spending one-to-one time with stepchildren is helpful in building this new
relationship. Start with the more available child(ren). Because children usually need
their parents much more than they need their stepparents, when parents are
around, parent-child relationships dominate, and stepparents are pushed to the
side.
 Find easy, fun things to do together, without the parent – help a child to make his or
her favorite dinner, play basketball together, make a favorite dessert together, go to
a game, do a craft project together, get a child to teach you something technical on
the computer.
 Successful stepparent roles include friend, uncle, aunt, caring adult. Over time, a
stepparent can often become very loving “intimate outsider” – intimate enough to
know a child well and care deeply, but outside enough not to be as reactive as a
parent might be. For children, an “intimate outsider” stepparent can be a wonderful
mentor, career guide, and sounding board.
 Some stepchildren (especially those eight and under) may be available for a more
intimate parent-like relationship.
 Other children will need much more distance. Children who have an especially tight
loyalty bind with their other parent, kids who have had a lot of loss and change, or
who are vulnerable in other ways (on the spectrum, for instance), or who are older,
will likely need much more time. Some may need to remain somewhat distant from
a stepparent.
 Stepchildren’s need to distance makes sense. However, for all humans, rejection and
feeling “invisible” is painful. Stepparents often need to reach for comfort (“I could

use a hug.”) Parents can help stepparents by offering extra warmth and
understanding. (“I know it’s hard when he can’t look at you.”)
10. Researchers find that successful stepfamilies face the same challenges that struggling
stepfamilies do.
 But successful step-couples have better interpersonal skills. Stepfamily challenges
create lots of differences and unexpected glitches, often at times you’d most expect
to be fun or easy or close. When successful step-couples have a glitch, they take a
breath and calm themselves down. And then they communicate constructively,
with kindness and caring.
 Successful step-couples also repair when there is a glitch. “I’m so sorry I got a little
sharp!”
 Struggling step-couples criticize and/or avoid. They are more likely to use researcher
John Gottman’s “Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse”: Criticism, Defensiveness,
Contempt, and Stonewalling.
11. Maintain a ratio of five positive to one negative in communication with kids (and adults)
 Positive communication between adults and children goes down in stepfamilies.
 Especially at this major transition, children need to feel warmth and caring from
adults. This remains true even when (sometimes especially when) kids are “behaving
badly.” Remember, “bad behavior” often means a stepchild is struggling, but doesn’t
have language for what they need, or believes the adults won’t get it. Adults do
need to set limits (“You have every right to be upset. But no swearing and no
throwing things.”) Adults also need to provide empathy and compassion (“Sounds
like this was a hard day. Can you use your words to tell me?”) Then listen and, even if
it’s hard, look for what you DO understand. You’re going for connection, not
correction!
 Be sure to look children in the eyes and express warmth and caring. Parents, this
does not mean failing to set limits. It means, remaining “authoriTATIVE” – combining
warmth and empathy with clear limits. “I know it’s tough that you’ve got a
stepparent and new step-sibs. It’s still important to be civil to them. Do you need
more time apart from them?”
 Proactively provide specific, positive feedback to kids: “I saw you took out the trash.
Thanks! It’s a stinky job and it helps a lot when you do it.” “I saw you said hello to Joe
(stepdad) this morning. I know it’s tough for you that he’s here. Thanks!” “I saw you
studied hard for that math test and you did well on it. You Go.”
 All of these guidelines also apply to your adult relationship. Count! Increase your
positives: Look your sweetie in the eye. Look for things you can appreciate. Offer
extra tenderness and extra hugs (out of children’s sight). Do sweet things for each
other.
12. Children do best when they have positive relationships with ALL of the adults in their lives
 Children in a stepfamily have another parent, dead or alive, delightful or distinctly
undelightful. The most robust predictor of poor wellbeing in children is not divorce.
Or single parent families. Or step-families. It is tension between the adults (along
with lack of authoritative parenting).
 Stepchildren live in two homes. Resist the urge to “circle the wagons” around your
nuclear family. Do NOT compete with the children’s other parent. Stay with “We’re





different. When you grow up, you can decide which you like better.” Not, “We’re
better.”
Even if the other parent is unavailable, was abusive, or has died, children carry that
parent in their hearts and minds. The pull of attachment combined with hurt and
anger can be deeply confusing for children. Telling them to turn away from an
abusive or unavailable parent often leaves them feeling more alone. The “language
of parts” can be helpful: “Part of you loves your daddy. That makes sense. He’s your
dad! And part of you is so upset with him because he forgets to call/comes late/yells
at you. Those are totally opposite parts in the same person. They’re both part of you.
I’ll help you hold both.”
When a parent has died or disappeared, stepparents may believe they can, and their
partners may want them to, replace the missing parent. Stepparents will do best
helping children remember and grieve their missing parent. On birthdays and
holidays, for instance, “Mom is missing. What do you think she’d do with you
today?” (See Diane Fromme’s excellent book, Stepparenting the Grieving Child.)

13. Bottom Line: Forming a stepfamily is a process not an event.
 Even “fast” families take a few years to form a solid sense of “we’re a family.”
 Struggling stepfamilies (i.e., those with fewer skills or less good evidence-based
information about what works and what doesn’t) may need longer.
 Stepfamilies with vulnerable children may feel like a “we” in some parts of the family
and more like an “us and them” in others. That’s normal. As in any two cultures
coming together, differences will remain. That’s also normal.
 Do keep finding easy fun things to do together as a new family. AND carve out
regular one-to-one time for the couple without kids present, for the parent-child
relationship, and for stepparents and stepchildren. If “family time” is tense, keep it
short and spend more one-to-one time throughout the family.
For more details and for citations see: Surviving and Thriving in Stepfamily Relationships:
What Works and What Doesn’t (Papernow, 2013). For more resources see
www.stepfamilyrelationships.com
Patricia L. Papernow, EdD, is a nationally recognized expert on stepfamilies, couples in
“blended” family” systems, and parenting after divorce. She provides training and consultation
throughout the US. She has been in private practice since 1981, focusing on clinical supervision,
and individual and couple therapy with adults.
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Judge in the Hat was set to the music of Al Stewart’s 1976 classic, Year of the
Cat, with lyrics written by AFCC Executive Director, Peter Salem
In the morning she goes to her courthouse
It’s just up the road from Anaheim
And they stroll into her court like, Brangelina
Wasting all her time
She comes out to the bench, in her black robe flowing
With her gavel she can sustain
And when she asks for explanations
They all start to sound the same
To the judge in the hat
The lawyers asking all those questions
As they try to pin the witness down
And she listens ‘till she just can’t understand them
And it just makes her frown
On the witness stand sits a saddened man
And the mom is in the courtroom too
They need a judge who gets their life
And who knows just what to do
The judge in the hat
Well she looks from the bench so cooly
And her eyes scan, everyone in the room
For the children, it is truly
A great chance to, find what’s on the other side
The judge in the hat
The decision comes and no one’s happy
Then the lawyers and the shrinks are gone
They have given up their chance to, make agreements
And they keep fighting on
And the constant strain of conflict remains
In the rhythm of the post-decree
She knows that soon she’s bound to see them, but for now she is free
The judge in the hat

AFCC 56th ANNUAL CONFERENCE
DIAMOND SPONSOR

OurFamilyWizard.com
PLATINUM

High Conflict Institute, Soberlink
GOLD

Law Firm Mentor, Center for Divorce Education,
Jamal Family Law, Turning Points for Families,
Ontario Association for Family Mediation,
Epstein Cole LLP, The Advocates’ Society,
Fogelman Law PC, Suzie S. Thorn Family Foundation,
Martha McCarthy & Company, LLP, DivorceMate Software Inc.
SILVER

Tyler Technologies, Brayden Supervised Services Inc.,
Kleinman Gordon Family Law,
Ontario Association of Collaborative Professionals
BRONZE

Linden Psychological Services, PLLC, Jain Family Law & Mediation,
Himel Mediation and Family Services, Families Moving Forward,
Family Mediation Canada, Parenting Plan Research Solutions 53$4,
COLLABORATING ORGANIZATIONS

American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers
American Bar Association Section of Dispute Resolution
Association for Conflict Resolution
Family Lawyer’s Association
International Academy of Collaborative Professionals
International Academy of Family Lawyers
International Commission on Couples and Family Relationships
National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges
Ontario Association of Child Protection Lawyers
Ontario Association for Family Mediation
World Congress on Family Law and Children’s Rights

About the Conference
AFCC strives to offer a wide range of conference sessions highlighting different research, advocacy positions, policies, practices,
programs, procedures, and ideas. Some programs may be evidence-based while others may report on works in progress, emerging
practices, or policy initiatives. The goal of the conference is to enhance learning while encouraging respectful inquiry, discussion,
and debate consistent with AFCC organizational values. AFCC does not necessarily endorse or support the views of conference
presenters.
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SIËSDE Dispute Resolution Technologies

Marianne Cottingham
Katherine Denkers
Patrick Fleming
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Chris Jones
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Liza Ritchie
Sarah Robus
Disha Mahajan
Selina Manna
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Dianna Gould-Saltman
Dolores Bomrad
Donna A Wowk
Dr. Shely Polak
Emile Kruzick
Frodis Family Law
Gerri Wong
Gretchen Taylor
Jennifer Suzor, Family
Mediation Training
Canada
Jeremy S. Gaies
Justice Philip Clay
Kaitlyn McCabe

Karen L. Kristjanson
Kathleen McNamara, PhD
Kelly Browe Olson
Larry Fong
Leslie Drozd
Leslye Hunter
Linda Fidnick
Linda Fieldstone
Lyn Greenberg
Marriott Hotels and
Resorts - The Westin
Harbour Castle
Mary M. Ferriter
Matthew Sullivan and
Sherry Cassedy
Maxine M. Kerr
Michael Saini

Mindy F. Mitnick
Missouri Chapter of AFCC
Native Canadian Centre of
Toronto
New Orleans Marriott
Nick Bala

Omni William Penn
Pittsburgh Hotel
patti cross
Peter Salem and Gerri
Wong

Robert Simon
Robin Deutsch
Stacey Platt
Stephen Michael
The Westin San Diego Hotel
Toronto CVB
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